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Profile on Lindsay Mecham

Spartan hairstylist Lindsay Mecham, beauty from within, embodies class

Fiercely snipping away, designing her clients’ hair is not the only daily routine of the hairstylist and

beautician.

Her fingertips grip onto the sides of a monster tire, veins pop out on her wrists, and repeats the motion

again and again.

Her statuette is tiny but muscular. Her arms display strong biceps and triceps.

“Waking up beautiful and groomed,” Lindsay Mecham said firmly. “And displaying strength from within.

Everyday. That’s where the beauty is.”

The white space Irvine salon fills the background with stories. The black and pink Barbie Wet Brush Pro

shines. The Spartan Race medals hang strong on the wall above.

This is the beginning of the fairytale. This is the story of a real happily ever after. This is only the

beginning of the chapters and not a book.

On a celebrated Sunday morning, Mecham was attending church service with her beloved when her

happily ever after story rewrote itself.

Mecham’s ex-husband decided he no longer wanted to spend his life with anyone. Mecham suddenly

found herself moving out of the beautiful Irvine home she just co-purchased with life savings a year ago.

The dream of a Barbie happily ever after lifestyle disappeared into the black hole. The 5-foot, 120

pounds blonde found herself in a new reality.

Mecham was left in shock on her own with a huge amount of loans to pay. She has since saved enough

to pay off most of everything, yet is forever changed.

She goes to the CrossFit gym in the morning and does hair for clients and weddings for the rest of the

day. Slowly, she gets stronger mentally and physically. But this is only the beginning.



“Every day is a new challenge. You get more skillful at things you are truly passionate about. And your

body gets stronger bit by bit,” says Mecham, 34. “It’s the gains. It’s all about the gains. It’s worth it.”

She plans on collecting every Spartan Race medal within California but says that is not the limit. She

spends her weekdays walking her little pug. And her weekends hiking outdoor with her co-workers and

clients she became friends with overtime.

“Lindsay is strong and consistent,” says gym friend Mary Drelling, who has met Mecham through a

friend. “She doesn’t just change her own life. She inspires others.”

That passion for striving is what drives Mecham besides her Subaru dubbed from the Fast and Furious

series. The petite athlete now with wine red hair and 18K gold chains around her neck walks in high heel

boots.

She moves her muscular arms as left and right in a workout tank top, carefully coloring her client’s hair

as she accepts the interview.

She wants to show the interviewer her top tier beauty servicing skills in her newly paid off salon area

designed to her dreams.

“Strength is when you fall and pick yourself back up,” she says. “Only stronger than before.”

To a lot of people, this is just a story of a hairstylist with colored hair.

What makes this small salon worker stand taller than most?



It’s the personal story of being your own hero and in turns inspiring others to do the same.

“You got to live your life to the fullest in order to say you lived,” Mecham says, explaining she learned it

from her best friend.

Mecham had attended every Spartan Race in California in the last 8 years. And doing hair for 16 years.

When she welcomed her client of 10 years, Erica Hernandez, she gave her a warm hug.

“I have been visiting Lindsay for hair forever. She always takes care of her clients.” said Hernandez.

Hernandez does not wish to be photographed. But as the interview ends, Mecham kindly requests from

another client for a previous clip of her styling hair for the column. She smiles and says she is honored.
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Lindsay Mecham: She is an Irvine based hairstylist and beautician. She is self made and has went through

a lot of challenges both mentally and physically. She is passionate about both her job and being an

athlete. She is the example of an independent strong woman.


